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ABL ANNUAL MEETING

Click Here to Visit the Meeting
Website & Register Today!

CALENDAR
February 16-17 - American Craft Spirits Association 4th Annual Distillers Convention | Nashville, TN
March 2 - Whisky Advocate's WhiskyFest 2017 | Washington, DC
March 12-14 - National Alcohol Beverage Control Association Legal Symposium | Arlington, VA
March 14 - Tavern League of Wisconsin 33rd Annual Legislative Day | Madison, WI
March 26-28 - ABL 15th Annual Meeting | Las Vegas, NV
March 27-29 - Night Club & Bar Convention & Trade Show | Las Vegas, NV
April 3-6 - Tavern League of Wisconsin Spring Convention & Trade Show | La Crosse, WI
April 3-6 - American Distilling Institute Craft Spirits Conference | Baltimore, MD
April 10-13 - 2017 Craft Brewers Conference & BrewExpo America | Washington, DC
April 18-21 - Wine & Spirits Wholesales of America 74th Annual Convention & Expo | Orlando, FL
April 24-25 - Responsible Retailing Forum National Conference | San Francisco, CA
April 30-May 3 - National Beer Wholesalers Association Legislative Conference | Washington, DC
June 5 - Illinois Licensed Beverage Association Annual Golf Outing | Springfield, IL
September 17-19 - Illinois Licensed Beverage Association 132nd Annual Convention | Alton, IL

ABL & PUBLIC POLICY News
115th Congress Adds Copyright to Its Agenda
The US 115th Congress will have the opportunity to vote on several copyright policy
proposals during the current legislature, according to House Judiciary Committee Chairman
Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.), who led a two-year review of the country's copyright law. In a
recent speech in Washington, DC, Chairman Goodlatte said that the House Judiciary
Committee will "build upon its review of our nation's copyright laws to ensure that
America's global leadership in creativity and innovation continues in the 21st century and
beyond."
 
Songwriters Say They Have Standing to Sue the Justice Department Over Consent
Decrees
Who can bring claims over executive branch decision-making is a question popping up in a
dispute roiling the music industry. Assuming Jeff Sessions is confirmed by the U.S. Senate to
lead the Justice Department during Donald Trump's presidency, he'll likely have higher
priorities than a massive dispute with the music industry over licensing rules. Nevertheless,
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as the Justice Department defends Trump's executive order on immigration and may soon
be in court to oppose resistance to changes to environmental and financial regulations,
Sessions will inherit a pending case involving songwriters.
 
Retail CEOs Head to Washington to Try to Kill U.S. Border Tax
Chief executives of some of America's largest retailers, including Target Corp and Best Buy,
are headed to Washington this week to make their case that a controversial tax on imports
would raise consumer prices and hurt their businesses, according to people familiar with
the plan. The group of eight retail bosses, that also includes chief executives of Gap Inc
(GPS.N) and Autozone Inc (AZO.N), will meet on Wednesday with Kevin Brady, chairman of
the tax-writing House Ways and Means Committee, and with members of the Senate, four
people said in recent days. Reuters could not confirm the full list of participants. This is the
first time well-known retail CEOs will descend on Washington as a group to try to make the
case to kill the import tax proposal.
 
Hensarling's Offensive on Dodd-Frank Seen as Negotiating Move
House Financial Services Chairman Jeb Hensarling appears to be doubling down on his
Dodd-Frank repeal legislation, adding more features objectionable to Democrats in the
wake of a White House announcement of a four-month review of the nation's financial
laws and regulations. In a staff memo circulated last week, Hensarling filled five single-
spaced pages with changes to a bill approved by his committee in September 2016 over the
opposition of every Democrat and one Republican. Among other things, the Texas
Republican's new bill would strip much more of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's authority than last year's version.
 
Ways & Means Republican Unity Behind Import Tax in Doubt
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-Texas) has yet to win over
some Republican colleagues on his panel when it comes to a proposed border adjustment
tax. Observers say the discord in the committee over the import tax is a sign of how difficult
the road might be for a broader tax reform effort. The provision, which would tax imports
at 20 percent while providing a rebate for exports, is a major revenue raiser for a tax
overhaul blueprint released last June.

What Cannabis Needs to Learn From Alcohol Prohibition
As the cannabis movement continues to proliferate across the United States, legislators are
faced with some difficult decisions about how to proceed. There is a steep learning curve
for many after the global defamation of cannabis spanning 80 years. Medical science is
uncovering immense benefits of the cannabis plant and educated Americans want
convenient access now. What are the next steps in cannabis liberation and how do we
educate our communities for the best possible outcome? Should one look at the state of
alcohol in the U.S. through the lens of a legislator, the view isn't pretty.
ASSOCIATE MEMBER PROFILE

Castle Brands, Inc.
As one of the few small public companies in the global beverage
alcohol industry, our mission is to develop and grow our current
portfolio of premium brands and to complement these brands
through a combination of acquisitions, agency relationships and
new product development. We position our brands in the high-end
segments of leading internationally recognized product categories.
Everything we do is based on our core values: To be bold in our
demands on ourselves; to be clear in our relationships with all of the
individuals and organizations with which we interact; and to
conduct our business with integrity and style.
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NACS - The Association for Convenience & Fuel Retailing
The Dodd-Frank Reforms Have Brought Needed Competition and Choice
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CEO Says Trump's Border Tax Will Burden Consumers
ASSOCIATE MEMBER PROFILE

ABL has partnered with Fintech, the leading provider
of electronic data and payments solutions to the alcohol
industry, to provide a secure, affordable and hassle-
free way for ABL members to pay for alcohol deliveries
electronically and improve the beverage alcohol

purchasing process. Under the program, ABL members are eligible for a discount on Fintech's
electronic payment and data solutions systems. For more information, please click here.

STATE News
California: State Bill Would Give Cities, Counties Option to Extend Last Call
to 4 a.m.
A state senator from San Francisco introduced legislation Wednesday that seeks to
extend last call for alcohol from 2 a.m to 4 a.m. in parts of California. State Sen. Scott
Wiener's bill would allow California cities and counties to decide if they want to
extend hours for alcohol sales within particular areas. "Nightlife matters a lot,
culturally and economically, and it's time to allow local communities more
flexibility," Wiener said in a post announcing the bill on his Facebook page.
 
Colorado:  Bill to Protect Microbreweries Receives Bipartisan Support
Microbreweries across Colorado have some friends at the Capitol who showed them
some love on Valentine's Day. Senate Bill 134 would separate the retail and
wholesale portions of microbreweries, wineries and distillers for the purpose of
liquor license infractions. Also, it would require fines leveled to be based on a
percentage of revenue generated in the retail side only. The measure passed
unanimously Tuesday in the Senate Business, Labor and Technology Committee.
 
Colorado: Kombucha Bill Seeks to Cut Federal Alcohol Taxes for Trendy
Health Drink
Colorado lawmakers introduced a bill Wednesday that would update regulations on
brewers of kombucha, a trendy fermented tea product. The trace amounts of alcohol
found in kombucha are a result of the fermentation process. Sen. Cory Gardner, Rep.
Jared Polis and Rep. Scott Tipton said in a statement that their bill would get rid of
"unintended tax and regulatory burdens" by increasing the alcohol-by-volume limit
to 1.25 percent, from its current 0.5 percent level.
 
Florida: Changes in Store for Florida Bill That Would Allow Grocery Stores
to Sell Liquor
A controversial proposal that would allow liquor to be sold in grocery stores was
nearly capped in its first House committee as lawmakers expressed concerns about
who could handle the bottles. The House Career & Competition Subcommittee voted
8-7 Wednesday to approve the proposal (HB 81), but Rep. Bryan Avila, the bill's
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sponsor, said he would try to change the plan before its next committee vetting.
 
Georgia:  Lawmakers Trying to Ease Restrictions on Alcohol Sales
The Georgia brewery bill has turned into the booze bill. Lawmakers combined
legislation that allows breweries to sell directly to the customer with another
proposal that would permit distilleries to do the same thing. The bill cleared the
House Regulated Industries Committee Tuesday and heads to the floor for a likely
vote. It has strong support from many influential lawmakers.
 
Illinois: Liquor License Rules Allowing Unlimited Searches Unconstitutional,
but Liquor Store Still Penalized
An Illinois appeals court has ruled that evidence found during a warrantless search
of a liquor store was grounds for the store losing its license and being fined, even as
the court upheld a Cook County judge's ruling that the city of Chicago does not have
constitutional authority to conduct unlimited searches of establishments with liquor
licenses. Mr. Jack's Food and Liquor store was searched in January 2011 by a
Chicago city task force of seven police officers, a fire inspector, two health
inspectors, a building inspector and business affairs official.
 
Iowa:  Iowa Alcohol Reform Legislation Referred to Committees in Both
Chambers
A bill addressing changes to the alcohol manufacturing sector in Iowa and jointly
proposed by the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Division and the Iowa Economic
Development Authority has been forwarded to committees in the Iowa Senate and
House of Representatives. The legislation targets existing inequities between
manufacturers of wine, beer and spirits in Iowa.

Iowa: Liquor Law Working Group Does it the Right Way
We are pleased that a bill containing provisions to create parity between Iowa's
alcohol beverage manufacturers has been introduced at the Statehouse. Provisions
in Senate Study Bill 1097 and its companion, House Study Bill 108, reported by The
Journal this week, are ones we previously advocated for in this space. Those include
allowing distilleries to sell their spirits by the drink in the same way breweries and
wineries are permitted to do and allowing breweries the opportunity to sell wine by
the glass in the same fashion as wineries are currently allowed to serve beer.

Kansas: State Bill Worries Kansas Liquor Stores
Some local liquor stores are worried about a Kansas bill that would allow you to buy
full-strength alcoholic drinks in grocery stores. Right now the beer you buy at the
grocery store is not as strong as the kind you buy at liquor stores. 3.2 is highest
alcohol by volume allowed. The group Uncork Kansas testified in front of the House
Commerce committee Monday to allow grocery stores to sell stronger beer and wine
so they can generate more revenue and allow for more competition in the market. It
would also be more convenient for consumers.
 
Kentucky:  7th Liquor Bill Filed by State Lawmaker Who Owns Liquor Stores
Liquor store owner and state Rep. C. Wesley Morgan last week filed his seventh
liquor bill in the General Assembly - a measure that would ban advertising beer, wine
or distilled spirits "on the outside of the licensed premises or inside in such a manner
that the advertising may be seen through a window." Such outside ads are currently
displayed by neighboring competitors of his Liquor World store in Richmond, but
not used by Liquor World itself.
 
Massachusetts: Judge Grants Motion to Stay Suspensions for Total Wine &
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More
Suspensions for alleged violations of state alcohol pricing regulations at two stores
will not affect the opening of a Total Wine & More store on Rte. 9 later this month.
The state Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission issued multiday liquor license
suspensions to the Total Wine & More stores in Natick and Everett last month after
the company allegedly sold alcohol below wholesale prices. State regulations
prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages at less than invoiced cost.
 
Michigan: Brad Jacobsen to Join Liquor Control Commission
Brad Jacobsen of Oxford has been appointed by Gov. Rick Snyder to the Liquor
Control Commission. The five-member commission is responsible for managing the
beer, wine, distilled and mixed spirit drink industries in Michigan. No more than
three members of the commission can serve from the same political party.
 
Minnesota: House to Vote on Sunday Liquor Sales Bill
Speaker Kurt Daudt says the Minnesota House will likely vote this week on a bill that
would allow liquor stores to be open on Sunday in Minnesota.  Daudt says, "We think
it's time to do that, and I think it has gained the support from the public and thereby
has gained the support here in the House."  He says backers have the votes in the
House to pass it, but adds he's not sure what will happen in the Minnesota Senate.
Sunday liquor sales has been a long-standing and controversial issue at the
legislature, with politically powerful groups allied against it.
 
Minnesota: Legislators Propose 4 A.M. Bar Closing Time
Some Minnesota legislators think the call for "last call" should be two hours later. A
measure slated for a hearing on Wednesday would shift the statewide bar closing
time from 2 a.m. until 4 a.m. Bars could re-open at 8 a.m. most days of the week. State
Rep. Jeff Howe, who is sponsoring the measure in the House, said he was inspired by
moves to extend bar hours in Minneapolis when the 2018 Super Bowl comes to
town.
 
Montana: Doubling the Wine Tax Up for Debate in Montana Senate
A bill in the Montana Senate would double the wine tax in an effort to boost revenue
in the state as it faces a budget shortfall. "With a minor increase, we create the
opportunity to prevent deeper cuts to our schools, our communities, and essential
services," said Sen. Lea Whitford, D-Cut Bank, who's carrying Senate Bill 191. Ali
Bovingdon from the governor's office also supported the bill, and said this tax was
built into the budget Democratic Gov. Steve Bullock proposed at the beginning of the
legislature.
 
Montana: State Lawmakers Consider Bill to Ease Liquor License Laws
State lawmakers are considering a bill that would relax current liquor license
restrictions by allowing cities to create their own quotas. Sponsored by Rep. Bruce
Grubbs, R-Bozeman, House Bill 412 would give communities the ability to create an
allocation of licenses as an alternative to the current population-based system.
Under the current system, licenses are awarded based on U.S. Census data through an
annual lottery overseen by the Montana Department of Revenue, which last year
saw 17 winners selected from a pool of 1,000 applicants across the state.
 
Nebraska: For State's Craft Brewers, Bill That Would Require Them to Make
Beer at All Their Locations Is Hard to Swallow
A fight is brewing in the Nebraska Legislature over proposed changes that craft
brewers say will stifle their industry. The proposal's sponsor says it's meant to
address any potential constitutional issues and better regulate the industry. Another
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supporter - a state association representing beer distributors - is arguing the change
would level the playing field for all beer industry players, big and small. Opponents
have declared the measure a job killer, saying it's overly burdensome and would
bring the boom of craft breweries in Nebraska to a halt.
 
Nebraska: Redevelopment Group Hopes to Buy Out, Close Whiteclay Beer
Stores
A newly formed group hopes to buy out Whiteclay's beer stores and shut them down
as part of an effort to redevelop the troubled, unincorporated village in northwest
Nebraska. Owners of all four beer stores have already expressed interest in the plan,
said Bruce BonFleur, founder of Whiteclay's Lakota Hope Ministry and a member of
the redevelopment group. "They're dead serious," BonFleur said Saturday.
 
New Jersey: Bill to Expand Seasonal Liquor Licenses Heads to Christie's
Desk
A bill that has sparked ire among local bar owners at the Jersey Shore cleared its last
legislative hurdle Monday and is now headed to Gov. Chris Christie's desk. The bill
(S2606), which will allow the holders of the nine coveted seasonal liquor licenses to
open in time for the St. Patrick's Day parade, passed the Senate, 22 to 15. It's unclear
if Christie will sign it, however.
 
New Mexico: "Regressive" Alcohol Tax Brews in Senate
New Mexicans can expect to pay substantially more for their craft beers, wines,
ciders and liquor if state Sen. Cisco McSorley (D, Albuquerque) gets his way. His bill,
SB314, seeks to raise New Mexico's tax on craft beers from 41 cents per gallon barrel
to $3.08 a barrel for all breweries that produce more than 15,000 barrels a year. The
measure currently awaits review in the Senate Corporations & Transportation
Committee. Those in the industry are putting up stiff opposition.
 
New Mexico:  Senate Passes Bipartisan Medical Cannabis Reform, SB 177, for
Patients
With solid bipartisan support, the Senate today passed by a vote of 29 - 11 legislation
that strongly reforms New Mexico's medical cannabis laws for the first time in ten
years.  The bill was sponsored by Senator Cisco McSorley (D-16-Bernalillo), who also
was the sponsor of the original medical cannabis law in New Mexico.  Last-minute
changes to SB 177 were made on the Senate floor including requiring that veterans
be diagnosed with a qualifying medical condition to enroll in the program, like any
other patient or applicant, and mandating that patient renewals occur annually,
albeit in a streamlined fashion thereafter.
 
North Carolina: Another Craft Beer Cap That's Bad for Business
The craft brewing boom in Charlotte and across North Carolina is not only a great
business story, but an example of good government. The explosion of fine local
breweries - the Charlotte area now has more than two dozen - wouldn't have
happened without the N.C. legislature deciding that it was standing in the way of
entrepreneurs a decade ago. Then, the Pop the Cap movement convinced lawmakers
to lift an antiquated rule that limited how much alcohol brewers could have in their
beers.

Oregon: State Bans Marijuana-Infused Alcohol
Those who like peaches in their beer, or raspberries in their vodka, might have been
looking forward to marijuana-infused alcohol in the future. But that's not going to
happen in Oregon. The Oregon Liquor Control Commission issued a ban earlier this
week. The active ingredients in marijuana, THC and CBD, have been designated by
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the Drug Enforcement Agency as Schedule I drugs. OLCC Director Steve Marks says
the OLCC is following the lead of the DEA and prohibiting marijuana-infused alcohol.

Pennsylvania: First Privately-Owned Liquor Store to Sell Pa. Wines & Spirits
in Strip District
An entrepreneur is opening up a brand new type of state store in the Strip District.
When it opens in March, Pennsylvania Libations in the Strip District will be the first
privately owned state store to sell only "Pennsylvania spirits, wines, ciders and
meads from Philadelphia to Scranton to Bethlehem down to State College back to
Kane, Pa., then to Conneaut Lake and then back down to Pittsburgh," owner
Christian Simmons told KDKA money editor Jon Delano on Monday.
 
Pennsylvania: McKinsey Suggests Squeezing PLCB for More Cash
Pennsylvania's state-owned liquor system is always a favorite target when
Harrisburg needs to fill budget gaps. It was no different when the Wolf
administration hired McKinsey & Co. for $1.8 million to examine the state operation
for potential savings and new revenue without raising taxes. The administration
posted the 79-page report to its budget website late last week. McKinsey compared
Pennsylvania with 15 other control states and found that the Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board had higher-than-average costs to buy wines and spirits and higher
operating costs relative to its revenues.

Pennsylvania: Wawa Begins Selling Beer in Pennsylvania
It may have been close to 10 a.m. but the clank of beer bottles in cases and the
samples of brew being passed around at the Wawa on Naamans Road gave evidence
to a different day. Joining 160 stores in Florida and in Virginia that sell alcohol, the
Concord store at Route 202 and Naamans Creek became the first Pennsylvania store
for Wawa to begin selling some brew. 
 
Utah: Bill Seeking to Drop Legal Alcohol Limit to .05 Clears First Hurdle
Under calls that it will save lives, legislators sent a bill to the House floor Friday to
make Utah's legal blood alcohol limit for driving the lowest in the nation. Bill
sponsor Rep. Norman Thurston, R-Provo, said reducing drivers' legal blood alcohol
limit from .08 to .05 isn't intended to discourage Utahns from drinking, but convince
them not to get behind the wheel if they do. "I don't want to throw more people in
jail. What I want to do is find things that change the social mindset to driving in safer
ways," Thurston said.

Utah: State's Liquor Markup Among Highest of Any Government-Controlled
Agency
Discovering a $13 bottle of wine at the liquor store may sound like a deal, until
Utahns realize more than $6 of the cost goes to the state. The extra 88 percent - a
combination of markup and freight- that Utah consumers pay on a single bottle of
wine is the highest among all liquor-control jurisdictions in the country, according to
numbers from California's Alcohol Research Group. And Utah's drinkers could be
paying a few cents more if the Legislature approves a bill being drafted by House
Majority Leader Brad Wilson, R-Kaysville, and Sen. Jerry Stevenson, R-Layton.

Virginia: Va. Legislators Want to Squeeze More Revenue from ABC Cash Cow
Faced with a $1.26 billion revenue shortfall and an overriding commitment to a raise
for state employees, the General Assembly has fallen back on a reliable strategy for
finding money - take it from ABC. The budgets the Senate and House of Delegates
proposed last week would take an additional $22.6 million in profits from the state
liquor monopoly - on top of an additional $15.6 million in ABC revenue that Gov.
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Terry McAuliffe included in the budget he presented to the legislature in December.

Virginia: Assembly Approves Sale of 151-Proof Liquor
The General Assembly has given final approval to a bill that would allow the sale of
151-proof liquor in Virginia - a choice available in almost all other states, but one
some fear could increase binge drinking and other problems on college campuses. "I
am glad to see Virginia join the ranks of 48 other states that have legalized clear, 151-
proof alcohol. The law banning the legislation is a law left over from the days of
Prohibition," said Del. Barry Knight, R-Virginia Beach, who sponsored the bill.
ASSOCIATE MEMBER PROFILE

ABL and Intellicheck Mobilisa have joined in a
new partnership to address the ongoing issue of
underage access to alcohol. Building on ABL's
many efforts to support responsible, age-

restricted beverage retailing, Intellicheck is offering its Age ID™ solution to improve customer
service and ensure compliance with state regulatory laws by instantly authenticating a
customer's identity and age via a mobile device or integrated with a point of sale instrument.
The ability to spot fake or altered identi ication and to positively verify a consumer's age in
real time provides ABL members with a valuable solution for keeping alcohol out of underage
hands.  For more information, please click here.

BUSINESS & LIFESTYLE News
Meet the Ecommerce Startup Taking on the Big Alcohol Brands
EeBria was launched at the start of the craft beer boom, back in 2013. Labelling itself the
'Etsy of alcohol', the startup started off as a digital business selling craft beer directly from
the brewer to the consumer. In 2015, it went on to launch EeBria Trade, entering the
wholesale market by sending alcohol fresh from brewers to more than 3,000 pubs, including
BrewDog bars and Draft House. The company's CEO and co-founder David Jackson, who was
previously online marketing director for ticket marketplace Viagogo, says there is a definite
focus on the "higher end" of the craft market but loves the opportunities the brand provides
for smaller players.
 
Heineken Is Taking on Anheuser-Busch With a New $1.1 Billion Deal
Heineken, the world's second-largest brewer, agreed to buy the Brazilian breweries of
Japan's Kirin Holdings to boost its presence in the world's third-biggest beer market. The
Dutch brewer will become the number two brewer in Brazil, with a share of about 19%,
behind market leader Anheuser-Busch InBev. Including debt, Heineken said it would pay
1.025 billion euros ($1.09 billion).
 
Lawsuit Claims Walmart's Private Label Craft Beer Is "Wholesale Fiction"
It can be hard to tell if that craft beer on the grocery shelf comes from the vats of a small,
independent brewer, or if it is the product of a commercial vat. That's the crux of a new class-
action seeking lawsuit that claims Walmart is deceiving consumers with its private label
"craft" beer brands in an effort to inflate prices. A beer drinker's lawsuit filed in the Hamilton
Count, OH court of Common Pleas claims that calling the beverages - made in collaboration
with Trouble Brewing under the names Cat's Away IPA, After Party Pale Ale, Round Midnight
Belgian White, and Red Flag Amber - craft beer is a "wholesale fiction," because they're
actually mass-produced.
 
Recognizing the Signs of Embezzlement
Can you afford to lose 5 percent of your revenue each year? That's how much money, on
average, the typical organization loses annually to fraud, according to the Association of
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Certified Fraud Examiners, or ACFE. Surprisingly, the majority of embezzlers don't set out to
steal from you, and most have never before committed a crime. Unfortunately, there are
hundreds of ways to steal from a restaurant, and all it may take is a little push.
 
Stores Around Washington Selling Out of Trump Wine
There's a run on Trump Wine, with stores in the Washington region selling out of bottles
bearing the president's name. Mike Mackie, co-owner of The Wine Cabinet in Reston, Va., says
the brand is flying off his store shelves quicker than he can restock it for multiple reasons.
"You've got supporters who are buying the wine because of [President Trump's] election
victory," Mackie tells ITK.
DISTRIBUTION News
California:
Dust Bowl Brewing Company Expands Distribution in California
Epic Brewing Expands Distribution to Northern California
 
North Carolina:
Parkway Brewing Co. Expands Distribution to North Carolina
 
Oregon:
Ghostfish Brewing Launches Distribution in Northern Oregon
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